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Ok so I am trying to pull my engine on my 92 4. I found it weird that there was 2 16mm bolts 2
13mm bolts and the 2 tops ones are 10mm. I have done everything I could and can't get
anywhere. I been working on these 2 bolts for 3 hours now. They aren't 10mm. They are E12 size
inverse torx. Hopefully you haven't completely rounded them banging around with an impact
and a 10mm socket, because that will really suck to get apart. Please do not PM me about the
AW4 info thread unless you have a truly unique question that is not covered by it or info to add.
I do not respond to questions answered by the thread. Definitely do not hunt down my phone
number at 3AM, text me about it, and then threaten violence when I am not helpful. It will not get
you what you want. CTeunuch: Sometimes I really wonder if this sport makes you insane, or it
just attracts the mentally unstable. Find all posts by kastein. There 6 point bolt heads though.
The kid had but this engine in and he said he replaced them with regular bolts. Either he did
something wrong, or he told you the wrong thing, or you are doing something wrong.
Sidewinder CC. Originally Posted by Gnarlyrider Well something isn't right because I have done

everything I could and nothing. And I am doing the same thing I always do when I unbolt the
transmission from the engine. Doing the same thing for the past 7 years and this is the very first
one that gave me this much problems. On anything else either then trans would had been out by
now or the engine if it was something else. At this point what is the best way to go about getting
the bolts out. Dont want to pull the trans out. Dont have the time to deal with it. E12 long pry bar
and a big hammer, worked for me today. Ok well I guess I have to run to town and hope I can
find a E I really dont want to mess with the head. I am already into it more then I want to be. I am
having to barrow money to do what I am doing. If a 10mm went onto it at all, it is probably an E
A 6 point 10mm can be hammered on and used, a 12 point will round them to the point that you
almost can't get them off with an E Guess how I know? Ok well I got one out and cant get the
other one now. Its to messed up. Cant get any sockets on it. No idea how I am going to get it
now. Plus I need another hand cause I have to get under the hood to line the socket up and by
time I get back under it it moves again so been doing this for 45 mins now. This is why some
people appear bright until you hear them speak. One should judge a man mainly from his
depravities. Virtues can be faked. Depravities are real. Ok I finally got help and got all the bolts
out. Now I am fighting on trying to get the engine out. Doesnt seem like the toque converter is
staying put and stuck to the fly wheel. Yes I got all the bolts out of the fly wheel. March 29th, ,
Keep a jack under the transmission and raise it with the engine to get the engine mounts clear. I
dread trying to put mine back in Northwest Mass. All times are GMT The time now is Bell
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WTB: 2. August 11th, Trying to find out if the Chrysler 3. Do you have any prints and
measurments for the bell housing bolt pattern on a jeep L6 engine? What is the lightest engine
that will bolt up in place of an LA ? What about 2. GM bellhousing patterns. So named because
it began with Chevrolet's V8 engines. These use a Chrysler custom Torqueflite automatic
transmission with an integral Chevrolet bellhousing. Do not confuse with later AMC 2. Also
called the GM small corporate pattern and the S10 pattern. This pattern has a distinctive
odd-sided hexagonal shape. Rear wheel drive applications have the starter mounted on the right
side of the block when viewed from the flywheel and on the opposite side of the block than front
wheel drive. The 2. Being nearly identical, it too has the distinctive odd-sided hexagonal shape.
These engines can be fitted in Rear Wheel Drive vehicles with the right bellhousing and are
used in hot rods, kit cars, sand rails and late model engine swaps. Pre Buick and Rover V-8
Round pattern. Cadillac V8 pattern, pre Early Cadillacs manufactured before used a "round top"
bellhousing very similar to early Buicks; around , the bellhousing pattern was revised until the
BOP bolt pattern was adopted in GM Ecotec 4-cylinder pattern. GM High Feature V6 pattern.
Ford bellhousing patterns. Ford Flathead engine pattern. Late MEL pattern FE Gen 1 and Gen 2
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This BlogThis! Unknown August 27, at AM. Unknown March 27, at AM. A September 2, at AM.
Subscribe to: Posts Atom. Conveniently, no adapter is required to adapt Ford truck
transmissions to some AMC bellhousings. Procedure and available parts are detailed below. It
could also be made to work with a Jeep T18 but one of the original holes used on that
transmission would need to be drilled and is not part of the casting provision. Not all AMC crank
flange bores are the same. This distinction is important to make if adapting to a transmission
where the pilot bushing is positioned further rearward due to a shorter input shaft length. All
early and late cranks in our documentation feature a pilot bushing bore the deeper bore in the
crank that is just over 1" in diameter whether they have the above step-bore, or not. On the later
engines you are placing the pilot bushing where an automatic transmission would normally
index the torque converter. Also be aware that on AMC engines originally equipped with a TH
automatic transmission there may be a thin centering ring that will need to be removed to install
the larger pilot bushing. That ring is located here. The Jeep T18 has only one bolt hole different,
the bolt near the clutch fork is higher on the Jeep version. Usually the OEM bellhousing has

both patterns in that era. It is possible to modify it by welding holes closed and re-drilling the
pattern but the heat-affected zones lead to stress risers and cracks. See this page for SM or this
page for SM information. AMC bellhousings in CJ's and other trucks are incompatible due to
their longer depths and transmission face bolt patterns. No bellhousings after the CJ models
are compatible. One of the following Pilot Bushings is required for all installations. Please
choose your applicable engine and transmission combination:. Sensor is not included but is
available below. If you are running a stock fuel injected engine, you will need a CPS location on
the bellhousing along with the correct flywheel carrying a matching reluctor. Diaphragm
pressure plates and discs are available separately below. While often not needed in this
application, it is priceless when clearances dictate its use. Further inform
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ation is here. While sometimes not needed in this application, it is priceless when clearances
dictate its use. With all the variabilities in flywheel and clutch height, do recommend its use.
Though not required on all applications, now is an excellent opportunity to upgrade from the
likely worn mechanical system. You will find that your clutch release point will vary as things
twist. With an hydraulic system, that is not the case. All flex is taken up by the braided stainless
line which is unaffected by changes in frame to body relationship. If your Jeep has the master
cylinder, that part can be reused. More information can be found here. Parts to do this swap
are:. This conversion typically bolts in just like a stock transmission would. The same tools and
procedures would apply. If adapting engine, transmission or transfer case, consult the
appropriate page for that information. Jeep Dana Model T90 to the Emissions Fuel Economy
Conversions, Rules vs. Welcome Guest: Login or Register.

